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A SURVEY OF POTATO GROWER ATTITUDES AN CONCERNS RELATED TO
SITE-SPECIFIC CROP MAAGEMENT

Doug Bur, Graduate Research Assistant
Washington State University

Introduction

Site-Specific Crop Management (SSCM), one of the newest techniques used by researchers and
growers, increases production and minimizes inputs used to grow the crops. SSCM is the
management of a field on a micro scale; managing specific areas in the field as separate entities
compared to managing the entire field as a single entity. A field can be divided into separate
management zones based on field characteristics such as soil tyes, soil nitrte levels, topography
and the irrgation system. Each management zone would have different characteristics of the
above qualities. For example, one management zone could have sandy soil, high nitrate level
and the center-pivot supplying excess water. A second management zone could consist of sandy
loam soil, low nitrate level, and the center-pivot supplying insuffcient water. Clearly both
management zones need to be uniquely managed to optimize production.

Automation of irrgation systems would greatly increase the ability to implement a site-specific
system. The additional hardware necessar to constrct a site-specific system has been
developed. Site-specific systems have been constrcted and are being tested in South Carolina
(Camp and Sadler, 1994), Colorado (Fraisse et a!. , 1994), and Washington (Evans and Han
1995). The design of the controllers used to implement a SSCM system was accomplished by
Gregor and Stegman (1991) and Mart Kroeger at Washington State University in 1996.

When new technology is introduced it is important to evaluate how the technology wil be used
and who wil be using the technology. In this case, a site-specific crop management system for
center-pivot irrgation is the basis for the technology. Some additional automation is needed for
the system to become viable for commercial agrculture. A user-frendly computer program
needs to be developed in order to control a SSCM system for the growers. It is important to
receive inputs of users to assure the computer program has a broad base of application and to
increase its effectiveness and adoption (Crassweller, et al. 1992; Greer, et a!. 1994; Rewerts, et
a!. 1989). There are several methods of obtaining information from growers, and in this case, a
mail survey was used for to obtain information from a cross section of growers. The information
needed for computer program development is computer ownership and the users' ability and
wilingness to use the computers. Additional information is also needed to evaluate the adoption
of a SSCM, generally based on economic concerns.

This Presentation is part the 1997 Proceedings of the Washington State Potato Conference and
Trade Show.
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Methods

The SSCM survey was designed using the surey techniques outlined in the text of Don A.
Dilman s book, Mail and Telephone Surveys: The Total Design Method (Dilman , 1977).

Dilman s techniques were selected due to its success in bringing high response rates for a
number of other agrcultual related sureys. There are several factors that attbute to the
success of Dilman s surey methods. Physically, the surey is designed to be simple and easy
to follow. It asks the most pertnent questions first and the least desirable questions last. The
SSCM surey was divided into five major sections. Section I has the use of center-pivot
irrgation in conjunction with irrgation and fertigation practices which is the emphasis of the
surey. Section II is the questions regarding computer ownership and usage. Section II

, questions deal with the tasks the growers would like to use a computer system to .operate.
Sections IV and V deal with the economical evaluation of adopting new technology and general
information, respectively.

Another major reason for the success of Dilman s surey techniques is the multiple mailing
format and the materials that are included in each mailng. A cover letter explaining the
importnce of the surey and the value of the grower s response, The cover letter also includes
background information on the purose of the surey. In the first mailing, a cover letter is
included with the surey and a self-addressed stamped envelope for the retu of the surey, The
first mailing is followed by a reminder postcard to retu the initial surey. Thee weeks after
the postcard was sent and no response is received, a second surey accompanied with a second
cover letter, and self-addressed stamped envelope is sent to the non-respondents. Afer three
additional weeks , a forth and fmal mailing is sent with the surey materials. The final surey is
sent certified mail demonstratig its seriousness.

The final element that contrbutes to the success of Dilman s surey methods is the complete
confidentiality of the responses, In this surey, the anonymity of each respondent was assured
by the Potato Commission handing the mailing, The survey population was accounted for by the
number on the survey only.

Results

The surey was distrbuted to 412 members of the Washington State Potato Commission in
Distrcts 1 thr 5 which primarily include Adams, Frankin and Grant counties. Although
potatoes are grown in other areas in Washington, growers in these distrcts were selected

primarily because they use center-pivots for irgation and they are the largest potato producing
regions in Washington. Of the 412 sureys distrbuted to potato growers, 231 responses (56%)
were received and 187 (81%) of those respondents use center-pivot irrgation.

The results show that 156 of the 187 (83%) center-pivot growers have a computer, The growers
prefer IBM compatible computers (150 response, 96%) with Microsoft windows or Windows 95
(101 responses, 65%) as their softare base, The growers showed a strong indication that tasks
listed for the use of computers was good for all ten tasks. The most popular task the growers
would like to use is the abilty to retreve weather data,

The economic questions were ordered in such a matter that the natural progression of "Yes
responses would increase as the questions became more detailed.
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There were three questions (12 , and 18) that were the main focus for the economical
scenarios. The first question (12) deals with the adoption of the system based on initial cost and
27 growers (15%) responded positively for adoption. The second question (16) points to a site-
specific system being able to decrease nitrogen leaching and 94 

growers (53%) responded
positively for adoption.

The third question (18) in the series covers the avoidance of penalties due to nitrogen leaching
and 120 growers (67%) opted for adoption. Another positive sign for adoption of site-specific
systems is 147 growers (85%) agreed to make an investment in a SSCM, if the system is proved
to increase production.

Some basic information obtained from the surey includes 132 growers (72%) grow 6 or fewer
circles of potatoes each year, while 116 growers (63%) manage 15 or fewer total circles each
year. A majority of the growers (121 responses, 66%) have a 4 or 5 year crop rotation with
wheat, alfalfa, and sweet com being the most popular rotational crops. Most growers are
established in the potato growing business with 146 growers (78%) having II or more years 
potato growing experience. 
A copy of the SSCM surey questions and answers is given, in the appendix, along with the
number of responses to each answer.

Analysis

To help understand the results of the survey, analysis was done using a statistical program called
SAS. SAS is a very powerful statistics program and is widely used for statistical evaluations. A
standard frequency evaluation was done for all the questions.

An importt tool in evaluating and analyzing survey data is cross tabulation of the answers.
Cross tabulation is evaluating or comparing how people responded to combination of questions.
For example, comparing computer ownership to how they responded to what tasks they would
like a computer to perform. Four sets of cross tabulations were performed. Comparisons
between computer ownership and computer tasks; computer ownership and general information;
computer ownership and economical concerns; economical concerns and general information
were performed.

The following is a list of observations from the cross tabulation analysis:
I) Non-computer owners answers "Never" to all ten tasks at a higher percentage.
2) Computer owners answered "Always" to all tasks except starting and stopping of the pivots

at a higher percentage.
3) Non-computer owners answered "Rarely" to irrgation amounts and timing at a higher

percentage.
4) Computer owners answered "Often" to irrigation amounts and timing at a higher

percentage.
5) Non-computer owners are less likely to make the initial investment based on proof of

increased production.
6) Small growers (less than 5 circles) are less likely to own a computer.
7) Larger growers (greater than 20 circles) are more likely to own a computer
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8) Growers with less experience (less than 5 years of growing potatoes) are more likely to own
a computer.

9) Growers with more experience (more than 30 years of growing potatoes) are less likely to
own a computer.

10) Larger growers (greater than 21 circles) are more likely to reject the investment based
on initial cost.

11) Larger growers (16 to 25 circles) are more likely to reject the investment based on
increased production.

12) Small growers (less than 15 circles) are more likely to reject the investment based on
governmental penalties.

13) Larger grower (greater than 21 circles) are more likely to invest based on governental
penalties.

14) Growers with higher education levels are more likely to own a computer.
15) Growers with higher education levels are more like to adopt a SSCM system based on the

economic considerations proposed in the series of thee questions

Conclusions

The SSCM surey results and analysis displayed a normal progression for survey data. The

computer owners and non-computer owners responded to particular questions as you would
aspect. The same scenaro occurs with the comparison of small growers versus larger growers.
The overall results were predictable based on general discussions among the potato growing
industr. The surey can now be used to ilustrate or back up assumptions that were used in the
past by people in the potato growing industr. In conclusion, the survey was a success based on
the relatively good responds of the potato growers and consistency of the answers given.
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SITE-SPECIFIC CROP MANAGEMENT
FOR CENTER-PIVOT IRRGATION

Do you use center pivot irgation in your production of potatoes?

1. NO 1872. YES 
t methodes) do you commonly use to schedule irgation for potatoes?

1. EXPERIENCE (I.E. WITH A SHOVEL)
2. USING WEATHER DATA AND ET ESTIMTES
3. USING TENSIOMETERS
4. USING A NEumON PROBE
5. USING COMPUTER MODELS
6. OTHER
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What methodes) do you commonly use to schedule nutrents for potatoes?

1. PAST EXPERIENCE
2. CONSULTANT RECOMMENDATIONS
3. USING SOIL SAMLING RESULTS YOURSELF
4. USING PETIOLE SAMLING RESULTS YOURSELF
5. PRODUCT SUPPLIER FIELDMAN
6. USING COMPUTER MODELS YOURSELF
7. OTHR
Does your fanng business own a personal computer(s)?

1. NO 2. YES 156
1v often do you personally use the computer?

1. REGULARY (ONCE A DAY)
2. OFTEN (TWO OR THE TIMES A WEEK)
3. OCCASIONALLY (ONCE A WEEK)
4. RALY
5. NEVER
Who else uses the computer in your fanng business?

1. BUSINSS PARTNER
2. FARM MANAGER
3. FAMILY MEMBER
4. OFFICE STAFF
5. OTHER

143
141
117
140
105

Do you have a modem for remote telecommunication installed on any
of your computers?1. NO 2. YES 
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What do you use the computer(s) to do in your fanng business?1. PAYROLL \30
2. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE \34
3. WORD PROCESSING 1204. SPREADSHEET 109

0BTAININGWEAllERDATA 
6. IRGATION SCHEDULING 
7. FERTILIZER SCHEDULING 8. SPRAY RECORDS 
9. PESTICIDE APPLICATION RECORDS 
10. LAND USE RECORDS 11. OllER 
What softare platfonn do you have on your computer?
1. MICROSOFT WINOWS 2. WINOWS 95 3. DOS 4. OS/2 5. OllER 
What tye of computer do you own or use?
1. IBM OR IBM-COMPATIBLE 1502. APPLE 
3. CINTOSH 4. TANDY 5. OTHR 
From previous research, we have identified the following tasks which could possibly be
computeried. For each task listed below, indicate how often you would use a reliable
computer-based decision support system to do the task. If you thin a task does not apply to
your job, select NA

If you had a reliable computer-based decision support system,
how often would you use it to do this task for you?

1. Start center pivot. . . .AL WAYS OFTEN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER NA

2. Stop center pivot ... .ALWAYS OFTEN SOMETIES RALY NEVER NA

3. Schedule irgation

timg........... .ALWAYS OFTEN SOMETIES RARELY NEVER NA

4. Schedule irgation

amounts.......... ALWAYS OFTEN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER NA

5. Schedule fertgation

tig........... .ALWAYS OFTEN SOMETIES RALY NEVER NA

6. Schedule fertgation

amounts. 

. . . . . . . ..

ALWAYS OFTN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER NA
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7. Retreve weather data

from PAWS...... ALWAYS OFTEN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER NA

8. Determe areas
for site-specific

management. 

. . 

ALWAYS OFTEN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER NA

9. Determe areas
for soil sampling. . . AL WAYS OFTEN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER NA

10. Predict yield for
given irgation and

fertlizer schedulig. AL WAYS OFTEN SOMETIES RARELY NEVER NA12 50 59 29 15 12 If the approximate cost of retrofittg your curent center pivot irgation unit were $15
000 per

pivot, would you choose to install ths system with the knowledge that it will automatically
apply nitrogen and water site-specifically to your crop?I. NO 1562. YES 

13 Whch of the followig best describes your reasonig to decide not to install the site-specific
system?
I. THE NEW SYSTEM SIMLY COSTS TOO MUCH TO
mSTIY THE JOB IT PERFORMS
2. IT DOES NOT FIT INO MY CUNT FAR
BUDGET, BUT I WOULD CONSIDER IT FOR A FUTU CAPITAL PURCHASE 40
3. THRE ARE MANY OTHR CAPITAL PURCHASES MORE IMORTANT MYFARG OPERATION THT WOULD RATHR INST
4. OTHER

14 What percentage of your budget do you spend on machiery purchases?I. 0 - 5 % 10% 3. 11 - 15 % 
4. 16-20% 

21-25% 
6. MORE THN 25 

15 If the site-specific system were proven to increase production by a given amount, would you be
wiling to make the investment?I. NO 2. YES 147

16 If research indicated that you could limt nitrogen leachig into the ground water from your farm
to an acceptable amount, would you be wiling to make the investment in a site-specific system?I. NO 2. YES 
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Which of the following best describes your reasoning to decide not to install a site specific
system?
1. I FEEL MY FAR DOES NOT CONTRUT TO TIE WATER QUALITY PROBLEM

2. I BELIEVE THRE AR BETTER METIODS TO REDUCE TIE POSSIBILITY OFNITROGEN LEACHING 
3. I SIMLY DO NOT WAN TO MA TIE INSTMENT 
4. TIIS SYSTEM HAS NOT BEEN PROVEN TO WORK 5. OTHR 
Assumg there is nitrogen leac1rg problem in your area, and a governent regulatory agency were
to propose a policy to reduce the level of nitrogen in the ground water supply in your area, would you
be interested in purchasing a site-specific system to avoid possible penalties if research indicated it
would reduce your nitrogen usage and would thereby reduce nitrogen leac1rg?1. NO 2. YES 120
Which of the following best describes your reasonig to decide not to install a site specific system
if it was shown to reduce nitrogen leac1rg?
1. I FEEL MY FARM DOES NOT CONTUT TO TH WATER QUALITY PROBLEM

2. I BELIEVE TIERE AR BETrR METIODS TO ELIMATE TIE POSSIBILITY OFNITROGEN LEACHING 
ISIMLYDONOTWANTOMATIEINSTMNT 

4. TIE SYSTEM HAS NOT BEEN PROVEN TO WORK 5. OTIER 
What is the mium amount by which a site-specific system would have to decrease costs in
the first year, before you would make the investment?
1. DECREASE COST BY 0 - 5 % 
2. DECREASECOSTBY6-10% 
3. DECREASE COST BY 11 - 15 % 
4. DECREASE COST BY 16 - 20 % 
5. DECREASECOSTBY21-25% 
6. DECREASE COST BY MORE TIN 25 % 
How many circles of potatoes under center pivot irgation do you farm annually?I.It02 

3m4 3. 5 to 6 4. 7 to 8 5. 9 to 10 
6. 10 CIRCLES OR MORE 
In total, how many circles under center pivot irgation do you farm?1. It05 2. 6to 10 3. 11 to 15 16t020 21 to 25 
6. 25 CIRCLES OR MORE 



How many years is a norml crop rotation schedule for you?1. 2 YEARS 2. 3 YEARS 3. 4 YEARS 4. 5 YEARS 
5. 6 YEARS OR MORE 
What percentage of the ground you use to grow potatoes is owned by you?
1. 0-10% 2. II - 20 % 

21-30% 
31-40% 5. 41 - 50 % 

6. MORE mAN 50 % 
What crops are included in the crop rotation excluding potatoes?1. WHEAT 1662. CORN 3. MAIZE 4. ALFALFA 127
5. BUCK WHEAT 6. MIN 7. ONIONS 
8. SUGAR BEETS 
9. SUDAN GRASS 10. OTHR 

How many years have you personally been growing potatoes?
1. I to 5 
2. 6 to 10 3. II to 20 4. 21 to 30 
5. MORE THAN 30 YEAR 
Where is/are your fann(s) located?
1. BENTON COUNTY 
2. FRANKIN COUN 
3. WALLA WALLA COUNTY 
4. ADAMS COUNTY 
5. YAK COUN 
6. GRANT COUN 1087. OllER 
What is your highest level of education attainent?
1. SOME HIGH SCHOOL
2. HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA (OR ITS EQUIVALENT)
3. SOME COLLEGE
4. ASSOCIATES DEGREE
5. BACHELOR' S DEGREE
6. OllER
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(Circle number)


